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u f f i c i o   s t a m p a

Simone Micheli chooses AVE to talk about 
"Technology and home automation for a new future" 

 
The Italian creator involves AVE for the first episode of the Podcast 

“VITAMINS with Simone Micheli”, available today on Spreaker and Spotify. 
 
 

Today, the first episode of the Podcast “VITAMINS with Simone Micheli” is “on air”. 
Available on Spreaker and Spotify, the digital event of architect Micheli welcomes Dr. 
Emanuele Belli, CEO of AVE, to initiate an interesting speech around the theme of 
"Technology and home automation for a new future". 
 
This appointment crowns a partnership that has been going on for several years. AVE was 
chosen by Simone Micheli for important exhibitions and events dedicated to contract in Italy 
and abroad, as well as for projects of great prestige such as the Barcelò Milan Hotel, 
historical importance such as the Torre di Maiano, revaluation as in the case of the Aquatio 
Cave Luxury Hotel & SPA, splendor and charm as for Ausonia Hungaria. Not only that: 
from this solid and lasting collaboration we can see a combination of intentions, a completely 
new way of conceiving hospitality environments, where AVE building automation and solutions 
become part in the definition process of new standards of comfort, luxury and 
sustainability. Technology becomes a tool in Simone Micheli's hands to experiment and 
design hotels for the future, oriented towards new forms of beauty, energy saving and 
innovative functionality. 
 
The design, a great strength and symbol of quality Made in Italy, intervenes to further 
strengthen the AVE proposal for luxury hotels. Compatible with various international 
standards, customizable aesthetics are combined with innovative card readers for access 
control, hotel room touch screens and revolutionary touch and toggle switches to offer a new 
way of interpreting the hotel. All perfectly integrated with the AVE hotel management 
software, always at the forefront and ready to maximize comfort, performance, safety and 
energy savings. 
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